
Father's Day in coming up soon and we have a 

wide selection of products suitable as gifts for 

Dads, from cookware to kitchen accessories for 

both indoor and outdoor cooking. 



Whether it's cooking a meal for the family, have a 

BBQ in the garden or hosting a drinks party, we 

have products for every need and occasion.

Original-Profi Collection by Fissler 



Aerolatte To-Go Frother -

 56ALTGBK 

This hand held, battery operated 

device is designed specifically to 

produce perfect frothy milk in 20 

seconds or less. It can be used to 

froth all types of milk, including 

soya, rice, almond, coconut, UHT 

Instant Wine Decanter - 87005 
Get all of the taste with none of the wait 

with this instant wine aerator. This 

product aerates your wine quickly and 

achieves enhanced flavours with a 

smooth finish as if the wine that has 

been left to breathe for hours.

10.25 inch cast iron skillet is crafted to 

cook memorable meals for generations. 

This skillet is foundry seasoned and 

Dubbed an "essential kitchen tool" by 

Round Skillet with Handle -

Martha Stewart in 2008, the Lodge 

 17L8SK3 

cream.  

and powdered as well as single 

Jumbo Steak Knives - 790908 
This set of 4 hardwood handle steak 

knives are 26cm long with a serrated 

blade for precision cutting. These 

knives from the Range selection are 

perfect for steak night!



ready to use on all cooking surfaces, 

grills, campfires and is oven safe. 

Sauté, sear, fry, bake and stir fry to 

heart’s content.

Double Oven Mitt - 7120005 
This classic black, double oven mitt 

contains an innovative steam barrier 

lining to help stop the heat coming 

though and are heat resistant up to 

250°C.

Cast Iron Reversible Grill - 

17LCDRG  

This Lodge Chef Collection Reversible 

Grill/Griddle provides excellent heat 

retention and distribution whilst 

fitting over two stovetop burners. With a 

design inspired by chefs, this 

grill/griddle has new lifted handles for 

an ergonomic grip and better control, 

no matter which side you're using. 



Elegant Wine Cooler - 39TB7706  

This double-walled wine cooler allows 

you bottle of wine to stay chilled for 

much longer. Enjoy chilled white wine 

this Summer with this wine cooler.

Ice & Slice - 795000 
This unique set of two ice trays allows 

you to freeze slices of lemon or lime 

within each ice cube. Enjoy a chilled 

topper to your cocktail with the ice 

slices made from this tray.

View Father's Day Range  
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